We investigate the closability of those derivations D defined on a (non necessarily closed) subalgebra B of a complex Banach algebra A for which the conditions Furthermore, we demonstrate several specially relevant situations in which we get a ' closability property ' which is more precise than the former one.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with partially defined derivations on Banach algebras and particularly on C*-algebras and H*-algebras, a subject whose study was motivated by the question of time evolution and spatial translation in quantum physics (see [2, 7] for a full account of the theory). It is well known [4] that everywhere defined derivations on semisimple Banach algebras are automatically continuous. In contrast, there are examples of non-closable partially defined derivations on a C*-algebra (see [2 ; Example 1.4.4]). One of the fundamental problems in the theory of partially defined derivations on Banach algebras is to investigate algebraic restrictions on the domain of such derivations which make these maps automatically closable. We shall study the closability of derivations whose domains fulfil the algebraic requirements given in the Abstract. It should be pointed out that the condition dim [B k ERad(A)] _ is automatically satisfied in each of the following situations :
1. B is any subalgebra of a semisimple complex Banach algebra ; 2. B is any subalgebra of an H*-algebra with possibly nonzero annihilator ; 3. B is any subalgebra contained in the socle of a semiprime complex Banach algebra.
Sliding hump sequences for hereditary subalgebras
A subalgebra B of an algebra A is said to be hereditary if it satisfies BAB 9 B.
Obviously the intersection of a left ideal and a right ideal has this property. Also aAb is a hereditary subalgebra of A for any elements a, b ? A.
For more details we refer the reader to [3 ; 5, p. 6].
It should be noted that in [6, 1.5.1] Pedersen defines the hereditary subalgebras of a C*-algebra A as those M-subalgebras B of A for which 0 a b with b ? B implies that a ? B for each a ? A. It is known [3] that for a closed M-subalgebra B of a C*-algebra A, Pedersen's condition and the property BAB 9 B are equivalent. Proof. Note that BAJABI 9 JEI and consequently B#AJABIBX l 0. Since BIBX 0, it may be deduced that B#AJX l 0. If it were that JX 0, we would have B#X l 0. This gives a contradiction, since BIBX 9 B#X. 
ca " satisfies the condition a(xjM ) l yjM and therefore axky ? M. 2. There exist sequences oa n q in I and ox n q in Y such that :
Proof. According to the preceding lemma, if the first assertion fails, then dim a(Y\M ) 2 for every nonzero element a ? I. In this situation we choose an arbi-
Now we suppose inductively that elements a " , … , a n in I and x " , … , x n in Y B M have been chosen satisfying the following conditions :
) (x n jM ) and (a n … a " ) (x n+" jM ) are linearly independent. By Lemma 2 we take a ? I such that aa n … a "
x n l 0 and aa n … a "
x n+" jM and azjM are linearly independent. Now we choose ah ? I such that ah(aa n … a "
x n+" jM ) l x n+" jM and (a " … a n ) ah(azjM ) 0.
Consequently (aha) a n … a " x n+" @ M and a " … a n (aha) z @ M. The element a n+" l aha satisfies
The sequences oa n q and ox n q constructed in this way satisfy the requirements of the second assertion in the lemma.
Closability of deri ations
From now on, D stands for a derivation, D : B A, defined on a hereditary subalgebra B of a complex Banach algebra A whose Jacobson radical will be denoted by Rad(A), so that Rad(A) is the intersection of the primitive ideals of A. We can measure the closability of D by considering its so-called separating subspace, which is defined as the subspace (D) of those elements a in A for which there exists a sequence oa n q in B with lim a n l 0 and lim D(a n ) l a. In the next result we show how the sliding hump sequences of Lemma 5(2) may be used to study the separating subspace of D. To this end we adapt a part of Johnson's and Sinclair's proof of the fact that D is continuous whenever D is an everywhere defined derivation on a semisimple Banach algebra. L 6. Let oX n q be a sequence of complex irreducible Banach left A-modules. Assume that oa n q is a sequence in B and that, for e ery n ? , there is an x n ? X n satisfying Ba n … a "
x n 0, a n+" … a " x n l 0, and a " … a n BX n 0.
Then there exists a natural number n such that
Proof. Let us first prove that there exists an m ? such that the map
from B into X m is continuous. Suppose that the claim were false. Then we could build inductively a sequence ob n q in B satisfying
where ρ n stands for the number sup oRaxR : a ? A, x ? X n , RaR l RxR l 1q. Consider the element c ? A given by c l
a " … a n b n a n … a " and, for every
c " a " ? BAB 9 B, c n l b n ja n+" c n+" a n+" ? BjBAB 9 B, and Rc n R 2 −n+" Bn ? . Since a n+" … a "
x n l 0 Bn ? , we have
We thus get ρ n RD(c)R Rx n R R D(c) x n R ρ n (nk3) R x n R and so RD(c)R nk3 for every n ? , which gives a contradiction.
Let m ? such that the map a a " … a m D(a) a m … a " x m from B into X m is continuous. An easy computation shows that
x m l 0. 
Since (BAB) (D) (BAB) 9 (D), it may be concluded that (a " … a m B) A(B(D) B) A(Ba

B(D) BX l 0.
The following result yields information about the separating subspace of D when a strengthening of the first assertion in Lemma 5 is assumed. 
Proof. We first observe that the map a D(lar) from I into A is continuous. Let a ? (D)
and let oa n q be a sequence in B with lim a n l 0 and lim Da n l a. For every b ? I, we have that oa n bq is a sequence in I which converges to zero. Accordingly, 0 l lim D(la n br) l labr. Therefore we have We can now formulate our main result. It is well known that every primitive ideal P of A may be obtained as the kernel of a continuous irreducible representation of A on a complex Banach space X P . 
T. Let D be a deri ation defined on a hereditary subalgebra B of a complex
. . 
, which yields Bb p X P " 0 and b p BX P " 0. Furthermore, for every
, … , a n , and f " , … , f n have been chosen satisfying the following conditions :
To shorten notation, in the remainder of this proof, we write r n l a n … a " , l n l a " … a n , and m n l a " … a n … a " (m " l a$ " ). We claim that there exists P n+" ? satisfying
0, and l n BX P n+" 0.
Suppose, contrary to our claim, that
Consequently l n ar n kf n (a) m n ? I n−" E 0
for every a ? I n−" . Since a n aa n kf n (a) a n ? P n , it follows that l n ar n kf n (a) m n ? P n (for n l 1 we take into account the fact that a$ " ka " ? P " ). Accordingly, for every a ? I n−" , we have
Since l n BX P n 0 and Br n X P n 0, we have BI n−" BX P n 0. According to Lemma 7, we have B[BE(D)] BX P n l 0. This contradiction proves our claim. From Br n X P n+" 0 and l n BX P n+" 0 we obtain elements x n+" , y n+" ? X P n+" such that Br n x n+" 0 and l n y n+" 0. It should be noted that r n x n+" ? I n−" BX P n+" and consequently BI n−" BX P n+" 0. As I n = P n+" , we have P n X P n+" 0. According to Lemma 3, it follows that BI n BX P n+" 0. Since BI n BX P n+" 0, Br n x n+" 0, and
0, Corollary 1 shows that there exist a n+" ? I n and a linear functional f n+" on I n satisfying B(a n+" r n x n+" ky n+" ) l 0 and (a n+" aa n+" kf(a) a n+" ) X P n+" l 0 Ba ? I n .
We observe that Ba n+" r n x n+" l By n+" 0 and therefore Ba n+" r n X P n+" 0. Furthermore l n y n+" l l n a n+" r n x n+" ? a " … a n+" BX P n+" . Therefore a " … a n+" BX P n+" 0. Let us prove that the sequences oa n q, ox n q, and oX P n q satisfy the requirements in Lemma 6. From (iii) and (iv), it follows that
a " … a n BX P n 0 Bn ? .
Since a n+" ? P n and x n ? X P n , we have
On account of Lemma 6, we would have B(D) B 9 P n for a suitable n ? , which contradicts the choice of the ideal P n . Recall that an H*-algebra is a complex Banach algebra A endowed with an algebra involution M, and whose underlying Banach space is a Hilbert space with respect to an inner product (:Q:) for which the equalities Proof. Since (Rad (A) Q A#) l 0 we have A#ERad (A) l 0 and our theorem gives the first assertion in the corollary. For every a ? BE(D), we have (a*aa*) a l 0 and therefore r(a*a) l 0 which shows that a ? Ann (A).
